High Speed Cut-Off Knife Upgrade Kit

Increase production and improve reliability on SBD and HBD Bun Dividers with a new High-Speed Cut-Off Knife.
DESIGN INNOVATIONS

Replaces existing 4-bar style cutoff assemblies on older AMF SBD and HBD bun dividers. A smooth, rotary motion delivers consistent and efficient performance capable of maximum speeds of up to 135 cuts per minute (may be limited based on total production range needs). The new timing belt drive and long-life cartridge bearings eliminate bushing wear and higher maintenance associated with the older cutoff design. Available in 4, 6, and 8-across configurations.

High Speed Cut-Off Assembly

MECHANICAL FEATURES
- Drive Pulleys
- Drive Belt
- Knife Mounting Bracket with Cut-Off Knives
- 1.5 HP Gearmotor (with appropriate voltage/Hz)
- Cut-off Block (sized with dough piece range)
- New drawer-slide weldment and guarding
- Designed to re-use existing electrical controls

ITEM IDENTIFICATION REFERENCE
- Recommended installation by qualified AMF Service Technician
- Direct-replacement for existing assembly with minimal modifications necessary
- Will require the following at Time of Order: Existing Machine Serial #, Required Handling, Voltage/Hz, and Dough Production Data